
Installation Instructions

Assembly Instructions
Description: iPod® Adapter Cable 

MP3/Audio Adapter Cable
Model: Vulcan 1700 Voyager

Part Number: K10400-040
K10400-041

Approximate  
Assembly Time:

15 min.

Before you begin installation, read through the installation instructions and check to be sure all parts are 
present. 

If you are in doubt as to any part of the installation, please ask your authorized Kawasaki dealer to 
complete the installation. Please note that Kawasaki cannot assume any responsibility for damage 
resulting from incorrect installation. 

Parts List
Seq. Description Qty

1. iPod® Adapter Cable (K10400-040 only) 1
2. Cushion 1
3. MP3/Audio Adapter Cable (K10400-041 only) 1

Installation
Install cable

 z Open left fairing pocket and locate the vehicle harness with 
dual plug connectors.  One plug is triangular 3-pin and the 
other is square 4-pin.  

 z Connect your adapter cable to the mating vehicle harness 
connectors.  You will use both connectors for an iPod adapter 
cable and the 3-pin connector only for the MP3/media adapter 
cable.

Attach cable
Connect your media player to the adapter cable as follows:

 z The iPod connects to the large flat receptor (Apple® refers to 
this as a 30-pin dock connector) at the bottom of the device.

 z Insert the iPod charging module into the space provided in the 
cushion.



 z All other audio devices connect to the round 3.5mm headphone 
or line out socket.

Note
 o Be sure to adjust the media player volume level to at least a few 

steps below maximum output to ensure the signal going to the 
radio is not distorted.  This will also help conserve battery life. 

Insert player and cushion into fairing pocket
 z With the connection side of the device facing downward, insert 
it into the underside slot of the supplied foam cushion.  The 
wider slot is designed to accommodate devices such as the 
iPod.  The smaller slot is sized for devices such as the iPod 
nano®.  Larger devices such as cassette or CD players may 
require modification of the cushion or may be too large to fit 
inside the fairing pocket.

 z Carefully coil the cable and connectors under the cushion.  
Insert the cushion into fairing pocket until the upper edge of the 
cushion is no more than ½” above the top of the pocket.  

 z Close and latch the cover.  

NOTICE
Do not operate the motorcycle without first closing and 
locking the fairing pocket lid.

NOTE
 o All Apple iPod devices with the 30-pin dock connector will 

display song title, artist, etc and the iPod will be charged. The 
iPod adapter cable is not designed to work with the iPhone™.  

 o If using any other media player, only volume can be controlled 
and displayed.  

 o If using any media player that will not fit inside the cushion, 
care must be taken to protect it from road vibration and shock.  

Removal of media player
 z Remove the cushion and media player from the fairing pocket.
 z Disconnect the media player from the adapter cable.
 z Carefully remove the media player from the cushion.
 z Replace the cushion and adapter cable in the fairing pocket. 
Close and latch the cover.

Kawasaki Motors Corp., U.S.A. will not be responsible for any loss or damage to devices used with this 
kit.

 © Kawasaki Motors Corp., U.S.A., July  2009



 
 

Voyager Radio Accessory Instructions 
 

Description: Intercom 
iPod®/Aux Connectors 

XM Radio 

Model: 
 

Vulcan 1700 Voyager (all)

Part-Number: K10400-027/028/032/035/036 
K10400-040/041 

K10400-038 
 

  

 

These instructions supplement the above accessory installation instructions and Vulcan 1700 
Voyager Owner’s Manual Audio System section.  

Important Notice 
Some states prohibit the wearing of “headphones” or “headsets” while operating a motor vehicle. 
Mounting audio speakers in motorcycle helmets does not convert them to “headphones” or 
“headsets”, some states may prohibit the use of this helmet sound system under other statutes. 
Kawasaki advises you to determine the legality of this helmet sound system prior to using it in any 
state. 

OPERATING PRECAUTIONS 
There are a number of important precautions that must be heeded when operating the audio system. 
Learn and observe all of the following rules below. 
 

 
Keep both hands on the handlebar at all times while riding. Don’t remove your hands from 
the handlebar to adjust audio system controls. Make these adjustments before riding. 
Do not operate the audio system at volumes so loud that they interfere with your ability to 
hear sirens, horns, or other warning signals. 
Do not operate the audio system at volumes so loud that they disturb other people. 
With the exception of genuine Kawasaki Parts and Accessories, Kawasaki has no control 
over the design or application of accessories. Kawasaki Parts and Accessories have been 
specially designed for use on Kawasaki motorcycles. We strongly recommend that all parts 
and accessories you add to your motorcycle be genuine Kawasaki components.   

 
 



]iPod® Adaptor (Accessory K104400-040)   
The optional iPod harness allows an iPod to be controlled through the Vulcan 1700 Voyager audio 
system. The display will show song and artist information from your iPod and allow you to select 
songs and play lists. The iPod battery is charged whenever the audio system has power. 

Note 
○Only one media player can be connected to the sound system. This means that you will be able to 
use either an iPod or a portable media device, but not both at the same time. 
 
○Kawasaki is not responsible for any damage to iPod or other media player due to storage in the 
saddlebag, trunk or other location on the vehicle. 
 
Only Apple iPods with the 30-pin dock connector will allow radio interface using the K10400-040 
iPod Adaptor Cable 
 
All other media players including the iPod Shuffle will require the K10400-041 Auxiliary Adaptor 
Cable. 
 
This functionality is described in the auxiliary input section.

Press the MODE button to cycle through audio sources. The display will show AUX until 
communication is established with the iPod. To confirm the communication link, the dashboard 
display will show the iPod name. 
 
iPod Tuning 
Press the TUNE +/- buttons to change songs on the iPod. Press and hold the TUNE +/- buttons to 
access the song selection screen. Use the TUNE +/- buttons to select a song and then press the P 
button to start playing that song. 

iPod Browsing 
Press and hold the P button to browse through song selections on your iPod. After you press P, use 
the TUNE +/- buttons to select browsing by Album, Artist, or Playlist. To select one of these 
categories, press P again. After you have selected a category, use the TUNE +/- buttons to scroll 
through the category. To select a title, press P again. 
 

 

 




